MAKING GLOBAL INSIGHT

A  REAL-TIME  ADVANTAGE
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SUMMARY:

FAST  GLOBAL  INSPIRATION

125

STRATEGISTS

35

COUNTRIES

10
DAYS

Unlocking global insights for brands traditionally takes a lot of research, rigor & time.
We have developed a landmark approach that uncovers insights in REAL-TIME and
GLOBALLY. It is a tangible example of how our vision to be globally insightful has
manifest in an unprecedented observation of human behavior.
We call the expressions of this craft, Global Sensing Investigations, and they
represent a single "moment" of real-time research that uncovers examples from
around the world resulting in a powerful global snapshot.
Operating like a “news network” several times a year, more than 125 strategists
simultaneously investigate and immerse in a consumer-centric topic, in more than
35 countries, in two weeks. Each time we emerge a united network, inspired by
humanity, with a global perspective on a meaningful topic for our clients’ brands.

Global Sensing Investigations are not traditional “research” designed to be
statistically significant. Rather their unique advantage lies in unlocking local
perspectives that once aggregated together produce a
global point of view that is completely original. This is the
real-time human understanding at scale that brands need to
act now, both globally and locally, in a time-pressured
marketplace.
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CAN  GLOBAL  EVER  BE  LOCAL?
Like many in the communication industry, we strive to be global. Global brands and
multi-national clients are increasingly looking for “global insights.” But the fact of
the matter is “insights” live at the local level.
We had amassed a network of curiously clever people across
continents; hosted conference calls in four time zones;
shared documents of our most compelling thoughts all with
hopes of bringing global insight to our clients’ brands.
However we saw firsthand, global experience and presence
didn’t always translate into insight that we intended to be
meaningful around the world.
Local insight was often considered too specific to a market or situation to inform global
strategy. And many global strategies missed important local nuances and cultural cues
to be effective.

Our answer to this paradox was to create an immersion
technique, Global Sensing Investigation, which concretely
and tangibly goes from global to local and local to global in
real-time.
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OUR  GOAL
Despite good intentions, we needed to more effectively aggregate and
leverage the vantage points of our strategists and researchers to truly be
globally inspiring.
Our goal was to ignite the passion and intellect of our network to
collectively observe, capture, and build an unprecedented global view of
human behavior. In doing so, we hoped to motivate each other to look
beyond our borders for inspiration and have personally enlightening
experiences that nurture talent -- unlocking the kind of human
understanding and inspiration that arms brands with a unique
competitive advantage.
This wouldn’t be another exercise in sharing
best practices. We were primed for an
immersing experience that would elevate
local expertise to global influence.
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A  GLOBAL  BRIEF  THAT  LIVES  LOCAL
Each Global Sensing Investigation begins with a global investigation brief – one
that is not only relevant to our diverse market and client base, but inspiring to
the strategists immersing in it.
The brief reads like an invitation to explore and experience unique aspects of life around the world.
Live briefing calls are a visceral reminder of how global our network truly is, as it takes minutes for
all of the “beeps” of strategists dialing in to connect on the brief. As voices in numerous accents
ring out, the vastness and personal reality of our network is felt by all.
And then the floodgates are open as all 125 strategists go out into the streets,
homes, clubs, and communities on every continent to investigate and immerse
in the topic du jour. They have 10 days to discover, capture and thoughtfully
report back. As a result, their unique observations are instinctive and
completely real-time.
Hundreds of files, reports, images, videos fill the server to overflowing, as a grateful team receives
these nuggets of observation and prepares for what we affectionately call, “the storm of
perspective.” It is now this team’s priority to immerse in the local insight from around the world
and craft a global perspective that is uniquely inspired.
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A  PERSPECTIVE  THAT  TRAVELS
Global insight is only meaningful if it has impact in multiple environs around the world. The richness
of each Global Sensing Investigation is told in 5 ways to cross cultures, languages, business needs
and consumer dynamics.
1

A comprehensive WRITTEN STORY blends all examples, themes, and local nuances together
into one cohesive, thought provoking, global point-of-view.

2

A PRESENTATION STYLE REPORT is client-ready to share and adapt to local priorities.

3

An immersing VIDEO STORY with subtitles tells the global story in a multi-sensory video that
brings the global and local insights to life.

4

An IMAGE GALLERY houses all images captured on the topic for teams to download and use.

5

A “REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK” details local observation by country by global theme.

Sensing Summaries are created by each local team to outline their unique perspective from what
they observed. They are included within this Reporter’s Notebook so that teams around the world
may dig deeper into particular countries and cultures if they wish.
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AN  APPROACH  THAT  ADAPTS  

The Pursuit of Fun
A Global Sensing Investigation
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To date, as a network of curious “reporters”, we have
witnessed Young Adults in their pursuit of fun despite
societal challenges, examined how mothers come
together and congregate and the unique opportunities
for brands to connect in these moments, traveled with
people of all ages to explore the
nuances of car culture, been
surprised by the intimacy for
Young Men in bonding over beers,
The Yin & Yang of Food and Youth
A Global Sensing Investigation
and most recently sampled the
cultural value of food with Teens &
Young Adults around the world.

Regardless of audience or topic,
we have consistently found this
“Sensing” approach uniquely
unlocks insights and inspiration
for brands at a global & local
level like no other approach. It
has become a powerful new asset in our human understanding and
global research arsenal.
The ground we cover as a united yet dispersed network is nothing short
of amazing. Each investigation represents hundreds of hours of material
and thoughtful consideration as can only
be seen through the nuance of real life
examples and local culture. And yet each
investigation has had compelling global
implications that are delivered a few weeks
after the insight is collected.
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CULTURAL  DETAIL  THAT  INSPIRES
One of our Global Sensing Investigations led us to try to understand what cars
mean to people - globally. We know that pragmatically cars represent a way to get
from point A to point B. We were looking for richer insight about the deeper role
they play in people’s lives and in various cultures around the world.
Our network was briefed to dig into this issue. Within 10 days, all our strategists had been out in car
dealerships, car parks, homes, driving along the freeways and going on family grocery runs. We had
video, pictures, and sensing summary insights flooding in from 43 markets.
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From this sea of local insight, we found big, universal
truths about cars that transcended country. For
example, we found that from India to Dubai to
Germany to Canada - people never, ever forget their
first car and rarely achieve emotional attachment to
another vehicle that has the same potency.
In addition, we uncovered very specific, nuanced insights about cars into specific countries and cultures.
We learned that people in Thailand are quite superstitious about their cars, and among other rituals they
bless them before driving them for the first time. We learned that in South Africa there is a huge culture
around car washes where people tend to congregate to show off their cars.

Our network had truly uncovered “the humanity of cars” worldwide
It is these types of global and local insights – gathered and uncovered in just 10 days – that make our
Global Sensing Investigations so powerful and valuable for our clients’ brands. And it’s the humanity and
empathy they unlock for various consumer realities that always makes their insight so strongly felt.
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THE  IMPACT
1 Global
perspective
GLOBAL

Global Sensing Investigations are true
to their name. Globally relevant topics
are explored and defined country by
country to lead to a truly “global”
perspective.

700+ sensing sources
face to face

environmental
scenes

pop culture
symbolism

blogs
social networks
online communities
video/photography

The insights and themes resulting from
these investigations have been
instrumental in new business efforts, individual brand discussions around the
world, and are furthering development of our network in local training efforts.
REAL-TIME

compelling
narratives

market
surveys

Each investigation is simultaneously executed around the globe in a matter of 10
days to represent a current “moment in time”. The comprehensive story and suite
of assets is published within weeks so that this real-time insight can inspire ideas
immediately vs. months later.
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INSPIRING

Global Sensing
Investigations are an
additional commitment by
teams around the world on
top of very busy work
loads. And still the
response from our network both in attending the live briefings and in
executing within their markets is an overwhelming measure of how
inspiring this process and its results have become. Team members around
the world are requesting to be a part of these!
From helping to design brand experiences, to
brainstorms, to new business pitch
presentations, Global Sensing Investigations are
in demand, requested, and becoming a leading
trigger for rich global ideas locally.
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CONCLUSION
Global Sensing Investigations produce locally enriched, global points-of-view on the
motivations, drivers and dynamics behind various aspects of human behavior which
are critical for brands to understand in real-time.
They are central to our belief that to be inspiring our network needs to first be
inspired! And we’ve witnessed the rich inspiration and breakthrough insights this
approach has helped unlock for brands in today’s real-time, marketing world.
In very tangible ways Global Sensing Investigations literally:
ŤSURGXFHIDVWJOREDOLQVSLUDWLRQIRURXUWHDPVDQGWKHEUDQGV
they are entrusted to grow.
ŤDUHEULHIHGJOREDOO\LQDFRPSHOOLQJZD\WKDWYHU\PXFKOLYHV
locally.
ŤXQHDUWKULFKSHUVSHFWLYHVWKDWWUDYHOE\FRQQHFWLQJWKH
unique human behavior that lives in streets, pubs, car parks,
homes around the world with the marketing boardrooms of
top brands.
ŤDGDSWWRWKHXQLTXHFKDOOHQJHVDQGRSSRUWXQLWLHVEUDQGVIHHO
pressured to effectively and efficiently address everyday.
ŤHQDEOHXVWREULQJFXOWXUDOUHOHYDQFHDQGKXPDQLW\LQWR
business in real-time.
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